
Law Be Society Review Condensed Style Sheet

Type manuscripts double-spaced on one side of the paper only. While manu
scripts need not conform to this style sheet at the time of submission, all manu
scripts must include an abstract, footnotes, and a list of references, and all ac
cepted manuscripts must be revised by the authors to conform to the Review's
style. The rules listed below supplement the manuscript information on the in
side front cover of the Review. Authors are urged to consult Review issues in
volume 26 or later for further illustrations. A detailed style sheet is available
from the Editorial Office.
1. Abstracts. All manuscripts should include an abstract of not more than 100

words. No abstracts are required for review essays or comments.
2. Footnotes. Footnotes should be numbered sequentially (except for the au

thor's footnote) and printed on pages immediately following the text (not at
the foot of the page). They should contain only substantive comments and
additional references not immediately relevant to the text.

3. Tables and Figures. Tables should approximate the appearance of printed
tables. Figures should be camera ready; provide originals, not xerographic
copies. Tables and/or figures should be placed at the end of the text, after
footnotes, appendixes, and references. Their location within the text should
be indicated as follows:

Table 1 about here

4. Citations. All notes that consist merely of supporting citations should be
placed in parentheses in the text. For example:

In a thoughtful essay, Hayden (1991) ...

OR

Media stories often portray the civiljury as generous (Daniels & Martin 1986:236;
Hans 1989: Huber 1988).

The same general rules apply to footnote text.

5. References. References are placed at the end of the manuscript following
the footnotes. The list should contain only those sources actually cited in
text or notes. Give authors' names as they appear in the original source. For
more than one publication by the same author, list them in chronological
order, with the older item first. For more than one publication in one year
by the same author, use small (lower-case) letters to distinguish them (e.g.,
1970a, 1970b).

BOOKS: Last Name, First Name (year) Tide of Book. City: Publisher.

Example: Lerner, Melvin J. (1980) Belief in a just World. New York: Plenum.

CHAPTER IN EDITED VOLUME:

Example: Glazer, Nathan (1979) ""The judiciary and Social Policy," in L.
Theberge, ed., The judiciary in a Democratic Society. Lexington, MA: Lexington
Books.

ARTICLES: Last Name, First Name (Year) ""Tide of Article," volume number
Journal page numbers of article. (Give month or issue number if each issue
is separately paginated.)

Examples: Padgett, John F. (1990) ''''Plea Bargaining in Prohibition," 24 Law &
Society Rev. 413-50. --

Brill, Steven, &James Lyons «1986) ''''The Not-So-Simple Crisis," American Law
~ 12-15 (May).

UNPUBLISHED PAPERS:

Example: Lofquist, William S. (1991) ""The Development of Organizational Pro
bation." Presented at American Society of Criminology annual meeting, San
Francisco.

All cases cited in text are listed under ""Cases Cited" following the References.
All statutes cited are listed under ''''Statutes Cited." For style for cases and stat
utes, see A Uniform System of Citation.
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LAW AND ORDER
Dream a Little
Land and Social justice in Modern America
Dorothee E. Kocks
"Deeply personal, passionately political. And at the
heart of this book is a powerful idea: before there was
a welfare state, there was a frontier state. Instead of
money, it spent what it had-land-to provide for the
common good. A bold and illuminating book."

-Virginia Scharff, University of New Mexico
$45.00 hardcover, $18.95 paperback

Weimar
A jurisprudence of Crisis
Arthur Jacobson and Bernhard Schlink,
Editors
"An important resource, it includes the most
significant and influential texts representative of the
political and conceptual diversity of the intellectual
approaches of that time.... Very significant for
contemporary debates about the relationship between
state, law, and constitution."

-Ulrich Karl Preuss, FreieUniversitat Berlin
$55.00 hardcover

The Politics of Force
Media and the Construction of Police Brutality
Regina G. lawrence
"The Politics of Force explains why some cases are
reported as brutality, and how such reporting affects
public policy debates. This book makes a big
contribution and it is a good read in the bargain."

-w. Lance Bennett, author of
News: The Politics of Illusion

$45.00 hardcover, $17.95 paperback

Songs without Music
Aesthetic Dimensions of Law and justice

Desmond Manderson
Manderson argues that by treating a text, legal or
otherwise, as if it were merely a sequence of logical
propositions, readers miss its formal and symbolic
meanings. Songs without Music. .. successfully
traverses severaldisciplines and builds an original
and persuasive argument for a legal aesthetic.

$55.00 hardcover

At bookstores or order 7-800-822-6657 www.ucpress. edu

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
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BARGAINING FOR ADVANTAGE
NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES FOR REASONABLE PEOPLE
G. RICHARD SHELL

"A wonderful integration of practical advice
that will be useful to all readers:'-Max H.
Bazerman, Gerber Professor of Dispute
Resolution and Organization, Kellogg
School of Management at Northwestern
University. The Director of the Wharton
Executive Negotiation Workshop explores
six key psychological leverage points to
help everyone from the inexperienced, anx
ious negotiator to the seasoned veteran.
Penguin 304 pp. 0·14·028191·6 $12.95

APEOPLE'S HISTORY OF THE SUPREME COURT
PETER IRONS

With a Foreword by Howard Zinn
"A wonderful book. Anyone with a modicum
of interest in civil liberties and race relations
should read it:'-American Bar Association
Journal. "Vividly recounts the dramatic
stories behind the Court's landmark cases and
memorably portrays the colorful individuals
who brought and decided them. Every
American should read this superb history:'
Nadine Strossen, President, American Civil
Liberties Union and Professor of Law, New
York Law School.
Pen!lllin 560 pp. 0·14·029201·2 $15.95

SEX(5FOWER

SUSAN EST R. IC H

SEX AND POWER
SUSAN ESTRICH

An urgent, frank, impassioned book about
men and women and how power is divided
between them, from one of the nation's lead
ing legal scholars and political insiders.
Estrich asks why so many women have
opted out of the race for power.
Riverhead 288 pp. 1·57322·124·4 $24.95

For a free sociology catalog, please email:

academic@penguinputnam.com
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NOTES
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Law and Society Association 

Officers 
President: Frank Munger, Law, State University of New York, Buffalo 

President-Elect: Kitty Calavita, Criminology, Law & Society, University of California, Irvine 

Immediate Past President: Austin Sarat, Law,Jurisprudence and Social Thought, 
Amherst College 

Secretary: Hendrik Hartog, History, Princeton University 

Treasurer: Kim Lane Scheppele, Law/Sociology, University of Pennsylvania 

Editors: Law & Society Review: Susan S. Silbey, Sociology, Wellesley College; 
Book Reviews: Helena Silverstein, Government and Law, LaFayette College 

Executive Officer: Ronald M. Pipkin, Legal Studies, University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst 

Board of Trustees 
Class of 

2000 

Class of 
2001 

Class of 
2002 

John Brigham, Political Science, University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
Kitty Calavita, Criminology, Law & Society, University of California, Irvine 
Bryant Garth, Law, American Bar Foundation 
Tracy Meares, Law, University of Chicago 
Alfonso Morales, Sociology, University of Arizona 
Robert Nelson, Law and Sociology, Northwestern University, and 

American Bar Foundation 
Stuart Scheingold, Political Science, University of Washington 
Alison Young, Criminology, University of Melbourne 

Peter Fitzpatrick, Law, QMW, University of London 
Lisa Frohmann, Sociology, University of Illinois, Chicago 
Sally J. Kenney, Public Affairs, University of Minnesota 
Craig McEwen, Sociology, Bowdoin College 
Margaret Montoya, Law, University of New Mexico 
Rogelio Perez-Perdoma, Law, University of Central Venezuela 
Carol Sanger, Law, Columbia University 
Christopher Tomlins, History, American Bar Foundation 

Eve Darian-Smith, Anthropology, University of California, Santa Barbara 
Robert Dingwall, Sociology, University of Nottingham 
Joel Handler, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 
David Nelken, Sociology, Macerata University & University of Wales 
Lisa Sanchez, Sociology, University at Buffalo, SUNY 
Vicki Schultz, Law, Yale University 
Mariana Valverde, Criminology, University of Toronto 
Victoria Saker Woeste, History, American Bar Foundation 

Past Presidents: 
Richard L. Abel, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 
Harry Ball, Sociology, University of Hawaii 
David M. Engel, Law, State University of New York, Buffalo 
Lawrence M. Friedman, Law, Stanford University 
Marc _Galanter, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Carol]. Greenhouse, Anthropology, Indiana University 
Joel Handler, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 
Herbert Jacob, Political Science, Northwestern University 
Charles D. Kelso, Law, University of the Pacific 
Samuel Krislov, Political Science, University of Minnesota 
Felice J. Levine, Socio legal Studies, American Sociological Association 
Stewart Macaulay, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Sally Engle Merry, Anthropology, Wellesley College 
Victor G. Rosenblum, Law, Northwestern University 
Richard D. Schwartz, Law, Syracuse University 
Susan S. Silbey, Sociology, Wellesley College 
Robert B. Yegge, Law, University of Denver 
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